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Abstract—Computing intensive applications are an impor-
tant family of applications in distributed computing domain.
They have been object of study using different distributed
computing paradigms and infrastructures. Such applications
distinguish for their demanding needs for CPU computing, in-
dependently of the amount of data associated with the problem
instance. Among computing intensive applications, there are
applications based on simulations, aiming to maximize system
resources for processing large computations for simulation. In
this paper, we consider an application that simulates scheduling
and resource allocation in a Grid computing system using
Genetic Algorithms. In such application, a rather large number
of simulations is needed to extract meaningful statistical results
about the behaviour of the simulation results. We study the
performance of Oracle Grid Engine for such application
running in a Cluster of high computing capacities. Several
scenarios were generated to measure the response time and
queuing time under different workloads and number of nodes
in the cluster.

Keywords: Grid Computing, Cloud Computing, Simula-
tion, Oracle Grid Engine, Computing Intensive Applications,
Scheduling, Genetic Algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computing intensive applications (also known as compute
intensive, computer intensive or computation intensive) are
a family of applications arising in large simulations [5],
[8] from many fields including bio-medicine [4] and ge-
nomics [9], finance [17], gaming, image processing [10],
embedded applications, etc. that perform computationally in-
tensive work and usually might need to run in batch mode for
an extended period of time. These kind of applications are
fuelled by Grid computing, Cloud computing, GPU comput-
ing and Multi-core computing paradigms. The study of such
applications aims to shed light on the suitable computing
paradigm as well as the underlying distributed computing
infrastructure (HPC clusters, clouds, etc.) that achieves an

efficient utilization of available computing resources while
running hundreds to thousands of simultaneous jobs.

Among computing intensive applications, there are appli-
cations based on simulations, aiming to maximize system
resources for processing large computations for simulation.
Running efficient simulations in a distributed computing
environment is a long standing problem in distributed com-
puting. In this paper, we consider an application that simu-
lates scheduling and resource allocation in a Grid computing
system using Genetic Algorithms. In such application, a
rather large number of simulations is needed to extract
meaningful statistical results about the behaviour of the
simulation results. We study the performance of Oracle Grid
Engine for such application running in a HPC Cluster of
high computing capacities. To that end, we consider running
multiple simulations of the Grid scheduler based on Genetic
Algorithms. We use several parameters to measure the effi-
ciency of the HPC Cluster under Oracle Grid Engine. Thus,
scheduling scenarios from small to large size comprising a
variety of number of machines in the system and different
number of tasks are considered. Additionally, we consider
different degrees of dynamics of the Grid system to capture
realistic features of dynamics of resources (such as resource
failure) in Grid and Cloud computing systems. Several
scenarios were generated to measure the response time and
queuing time under different workloads and number of nodes
in the cluster.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we briefly refer to different simulators in Grid and Cloud
computing systems for scheduling and resource allocations.
The intensive computing scenarios are presented in Sec-
tion III, where we refer to the Grid simulator, scheduling us-
ing Genetic Algorithms under different scenarios of number
of machines and number of tasks to be allocated. The results
of the experimental study and their evaluation is presented



in Section IV. We end the paper in Section V with some
conclusions and remarks for future work.

II. SIMULATIONS IN GRID AND CLOUD COMPUTING
SYSTEMS

In this section, we briefly review some concepts and
simulation tools in Grid and Cloud computing systems (refer
to [6] for more details). As Grid computing is a precursor
of Cloud computing, which uses the virtualization of the
resources as a core feature, the simulators in Grid and Cloud
computing share many features, especially those referring
to simulating the underlying distributed infrastructures. As
a matter of fact, most of Grid computing simulators can
simulate features of Cloud computing. Indeed, many Grid
simulators have been further developed to cover Cloud
computing.

A. Grid simulators

SimGrid: SimGrid [3] is a C-based discrete event job
scheduling simulation library which provides highly accurate
network model for TCP and non-TCP transport.

GridSim: GridSim [1] is a Java based discrete event
grid scheduling simulator built on top of SimJava which
provides high extensibility and portability through Java and
thread technologies.

HyperSim-G: HyperSim-G [14] extends HyperSim
simulation package [12] which is an open source, general-
purpose discrete event simulation library developed in C++.
The main characteristics of HyperSim-G simulator are:

• Efficiency - obtains high performance simulations by
modeling efficiently Grid environments.

• Scalability - scales very well to the burdens in the
Grid size (both number of jobs and hosts) due to the
dynamics of Grid systems because HyperSim-G, in
contrast to other simulation packages, is not thread-
based.

• Statistics - it offers extended statistical results on
jobs, hosts and more generally about the influence
of different scheduling policies as well as of other
Grid parameters in the overall performance of the Grid
system.

• HyperSim-G can be run in just a single run mode (one
simulation is performed) which provide useful informa-
tion about important parameters (makespan, flowtime,
total potential time, total idle time, total busy time, etc.)
or in many independent runs mode (many runs of the
simulator are performed) the output results are averaged
over the number of independent runs, showing also the
standard deviation and confidence interval (95%).

• Parametrization - allows different types of Grid sys-
tems modeling and Grid scenarios arising in real Grid
Computing systems.

• Local policies - Hosts in HyperSim-G can operate
under different local scheduling policies (HyperSim-G
currently supports the Space Share Policy).

• Scheduling algorithms- facilitates integration of differ-
ent scheduling implementations. The simulator’s design
allows scheduling algorithms to be de-coupled from the
simulator.

• Simulation traces - provides the full simulation trace
by indicating a parameter for trace generation which
is useful to understand the behavior of the simulator
according to different parameter settings.

• Performing independent runs - allows to perform sev-
eral independent runs, i.e. running the simulator by
simply indicating the number of desired independent
runs.

There is a web interface [16] for the HyperSim-G which
facilitates running the simulator by remote users who can
configure the simulator, chose scheduling mode, etc.

B. Cloud simulators

In a similar vein as for Grid computing, several Cloud
computing simulators have been reported. Among them there
are:

CloudSim: CloudSim [2] is a software framework
for simulation, modeling and experimentation of Cloud
Computing Infrastructures and applications. It follows the
GridSim simulator for Grid computing. There are different
variants available in CloudSim such as CloudAnalyst, Net-
work CloudSim, EMUSIM and MDCSim.

iCanCloud: iCanCloud [11] is a simulation platform
aimed to model and simulate cloud computing systems. The
main objective of iCanCloud is to predict the trade-offs
between cost and performance of a given set of applications
executed in a specific hardware, and then provide to users
useful information about the costs. However, iCanCloud can
be used by a wide range of users, from basic active users to
developers of large distributed applications.

GreenCloud: GreenCloud [7] is a simulation environ-
ment, for advanced energy-aware studies of cloud computing
data centers developed as an extension of a packet-level
network simulator Ns2. It offers a detailed fine-grained
modeling of the energy consumed by the elements of the
data center, such as servers, switches, and links.

Simulation Program for Elastic Cloud Infrastructure:
SPECI [13] is a simulator of performance and behavior of
large data centers. The implementation of SPECI can be
divided in two groups. The first consists in data center layout
and topology - contains classes for each type of component
in the data centre, such as nodes and network links. These
components mimic the operations of interest in the observed
data centre, such as the transfer of network packets, main-
taining subscriptions to other nodes, and keeping subscrip-
tions up to date using the policy chosen for the experiment.
The components have monitoring points that can be activated



as required by the experiment. The second is devoted to
experiment execution and measuring - is built upon SimKit,
which offers event scheduling as well as random distribution
drawing.

III. COMPUTING INTENSIVE SCENARIOS USING
HYPERSIM-G SIMULATOR

In this section, we present the generation of several
computing intensive scenarios used in this study using
HyperSim-G simulator.

A. Scheduling

One common scheduling type in large scale distributed
systems is that of independent tasks, in which tasks submit-
ted to the system are independent and are not pre-emptive.
This type of scheduling arises in real life applications where
independent users submit their tasks or whole applications
to the Grid system or in case of applications that can be
split into independent tasks such as in parameter sweep
applications, data mining and massive data processing, etc.

The problem is formally defined as: (a) a set of inde-
pendent jobs that must be scheduled. Any job has to be
processed entirely in unique resource; (b) a set of hetero-
geneous machines candidates to participate in the planning;
(c) the workload (in millions of instructions) of each job;
and, (e) the computing capacity of each machine (in mips).

Among the possible optimization criteria for the problem,
the minimization of makespan (the time when the latest job
finishes) and flowtime (the sum of finalization times of all
the jobs) and the maximization of (average) utilization of
Grid resources are defined.

B. Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithms (GA) [15] have proved to be a good
alternative for solving a wide variety of hard combina-
torial optimization problems. GAs are a population-based
approach where individuals (chromosomes) represent pos-
sible solutions, which are successively evaluated, selected,
crossed, mutated and replaced by simulating the Darwinian
evolution found in nature.

One important characteristic of GAs is the tendency of
the population to converge to a fixed point where all indi-
viduals share almost the same genetic characteristics. If this
convergence is accelerated, by means of the selection and
replacement strategy, good solutions will be faster obtained.
This characteristic is interesting for the job scheduling
problem in Grid systems given that we might be interested
to obtain a fast reduction in makespan value of schedule.

GAs are high level algorithms that integrate other methods
and genetic operators, therefore, in order to implement it
for the scheduling problem, we used a GA template (see
Alg. 1) and designed the encodings, inner methods, operators
and appropriate data structures (see Fig. 1 for the GA
parameters).

Algorithm 1 Genetic Algorithm
Generate the initial population P 0 of size µ;
Evaluate P 0;
while not termination-condition do

Select the parental pool T t of size λ; T t :=
Select(P t);
Perform crossover procedure on pairs of individuals in
T t with probability pc;
P t
c := Cross(T t);

Perform mutation procedure on individuals in P t
c with

probability pm;
P t
m :=Mutate(P t

c );
Evaluate P t

m;
Create a new population P t+1 of size µ from individ-
uals in P t and P t

m;
P t+1 := Replace(P t;P t

m)
t := t+ 1;

end while
return Best found individual as solution;

Figure 1. Parameters of GA.

C. The Grid simulator

HyperSim-G is a discrete event-based simulator for Grid
systems (the reader is referred to Xhafa et al. [14] for



details.) In HyperSim-G the scheduling algorithms are com-
pletely separated from the simulator, which needs not to
know the implementation of the specific scheduling methods.
This requirement regarding scheduling is achieved through
a “refactoring” design and using new classes and methods,
as shown in Figure 2.

HyperSim-G

HyperSim

Figure 2. Scheduling entities in HyperSim-G.

Using the HyperSim-G simulator, we generated several
computing intensive scenarios in this study. Indeed, the
HyperSim-G is highly parameterizable: (1) size of the in-
stance could be small, medium and large in terms of number
of tasks and number of hosts; (2) scheduling type can be
static and dynamic; (3) GA itself can be parametrized and
(4) multiple independent runs can be executed (see Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Parameters of HyperSim-G.

Figure 4. RDLab Cluster architecture

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In this section, we present the design and results of the
experimental study.

A. Experimental setup

We study the performance of Oracle Grid Engine in our
HPC Cluster through two scenarios: 1) varying the size
of the problem instance through the configuration of the
HyperSim-G simulator and 2) varying the number of nodes
used for computation. In the former, we used a fixed number
of 16 nodes under static and dynamic configuration of the
simulator. For the later, we fixed the size of the simulator
instances to medium size (M) and varied the number of
cluster nodes to 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 nodes. In both cases,
we measured the queuing time and response time.

B. RDLab Cluster and Oracle Grid Engine

The experimental study was carried out in the RDLab
Cluster1. The RDlab belongs to the PlanetLab Europe
project. The HPC infrastructure contains More than 70
nodes, 600 execution cores, 1 TByte of RAM, 10 TBytes
of disk space and is used by about 120 users. The cluster
uses Oracle Grid Engine2 queuing system.

C. Computational results

1) First experiment: varying the computation load: For
the first experiment, we used 16 nodes of the Cluster and
the HyperSim-G configuration: static case (see Table I) and
dynamic case (see Table II).

Under these configuration, we run simultaneously 2, 4,
8, 16 and 32 simulations. The graphical representation of
queuing time and response time for the static case can be
seen in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 and for the dynamic case in
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 (in the figures, #JOBS refers to number
of simulations–submitted JOBS to the qyueuing system).

As can be seen from the Fig(s) 5 to Fig. 8, both queuing
time and consecutively the response time remain small and

1http://rdlab.lsi.upc.edu/index.php/en/
2http://www.sun.com/software/sge/

http://rdlab.lsi.upc.edu/index.php/en/
http://www.sun.com/software/sge/


Table I
HYPERSIM-H SIMULATOR STATIC CONFIGURATION

5.2.1.1 Primer Experiment

Per a realitzar el primer experiment s’han fixat 16 nodes que estan repartits en dues maquines
iguals:

Nom CPU Nuclis Freqüència RAM

node315 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5550 8 2666 MHz 32G

node316 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5550 8 2666 MHz 32G
Taula 5.1: Especificacions màquines per al primer experiment

El fet d’agafar les dues màquines iguals és per a poder realitzar l’estudi amb les mateixes
condicions per a tots els jocs de proves, ja que en la realitat un clúster pot estar constitüıt amb
màquines totalment diferents l’una de l’altra i, per tant, el temps d’execució d’un job podria
variar.

Per a la configuració del simulador s’ha fet servir la següent taula:

Small Medium Large

Init. hosts 32 64 128

Max. hosts 37 70 135

Min. hosts 27 58 121

MIPS - N(1000, 175) -

Add host - C(9999999999) -

Delete host - C(9999999999) -

Total tasks 512 1024 2048

Init. tasks 384 768 1536

Workload - N(250000000, 43750000) -

Interarrival - C(9999999999) -

Activation - C(9999999999) -

Reschedule - True -

Host select - All -

Task select - All -

Number of runs - 5 -
Taula 5.2: Taula configuració estàtica instàncies S, M i L

Com es pot veure en la taula els únics valors que varien són el nombre de hosts i el nombre de
tasques amb el qual es farà la simulació, això és aix́ı perquè aquests són precisament els valors
que constitueixen la mida de cada instància. En quan als altres valors queden configurats amb
els valors que ens ofereix el simulador per defecte.

Per tal de veure amb més exactitud el comportament del sistema s’han realitzat diferents
jocs de proves cadascun amb un nombre de jobs determinat. Aix́ı tenim que aquests estan
compostos de 2, 4, 8, 16 i 32 jobs respectivament.
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Table II
HYPERSIM-H SIMULATOR DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION

de un seguiment més o menys estable i a la part per a les instàncies S i M, fins a un
creixement exponencial per al cas de la instància de mida L. Si observem juntament la
gràfica del temps de cua amb el temps d’execució es veu que segueixen el mateix patró,
és a dir, per als casos de mida S i M el temps és més o menys estable, i és en el cas de
mida L on comença a créixer molt.

• Per últim si observem la gràfica del temps de resposta es veu com aquest va lligat al temps
d’execució i el temps de cua. En la figura es pot aprecia la diferencia de temps que hi
ha entre les instàncies, se’n similars els temps de mida S i M i més gran el de mida L,
i es pot veure com com evoluciona aquest en el moment en que el sistema es comença a
quedar sense nodes, punts entre 2-8 jobs, on es veu que el temps comença a créixer degut
al temps de cua que presenta cada job a partir d’aquest instant.

• Cal aclarir també, que tot i que les provés s’han realitzat amb una configuració de 16
nodes, s’ha de tenir en compte que el clúster és compartit i que es pot donar el cas que
en alguns jocs de proves executat no s’hagin fet servir els 16 nodes. Aquest fet es pot
observar a partir de entre 8-16 jobs on el temps de cua comença a créixer, per tant això
ens pot indicar que en alguna de les execucions no s’hagin pogut fer servir tots els nodes.

5.2.1.2 Segon Experiment

Com en el cas anterior, per a realitzar el segon experiment s’han fixat 16 nodes i s’ha usat les
mateixes màquines que en el primer experiment. Veure figura 5.1.

En aquest cas però, la taula de configuració usada és diferent:

Small Medium Large

Init. hosts 32 64 128

Max. hosts 37 70 135

Min. hosts 27 58 121

MIPS - N(1000, 175) -

Add host N(625000, 93750) N(562500, 84375) N(500000, 75000)

Delete host - N(625 000,93 750) -

Total tasks 512 1024 2048

Init. tasks 384 768 1536

Workload - N(250000000, 43750000) -

Interarrival E(7812.5) E(3906.25) E(1953.125)

Activation - C(250000) -

Reschedule - True -

Host select - All -

Task select - All -

Number of runs - 5 -
Taula 5.3: Taula configuració dinàmica instàncies S, M i L.

Si s’observa la taula es pot veure que com en el primer experiment varien el nombre de
hosts i el nombre de tasques per a constituir les diferents mides per a cada instància però, si es
continua analitzat es pot observar com les distribucions d’entrada de hosts i de tasques varien
en cada instància. Aix́ı si es miren els valors que prenen les distribucions, es veu que en la
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“resonable” for small and medium size simulation instances;
however, they increase exponentially if more than 16 large
size simulations are simultaneously run.

2) Second experiment: varying the number of nodes: In
the second experiment, we fixed the size of the simulator
instances to medium size (M) and varied the number of
cluster nodes to 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 nodes. The simulator
configuration is shown in Table III. Under this configuration,
the graphical representation of queuing time and response
time can be seen in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. As can be observed
from these figures, a significant reduction in queuing time
and response time was achieved by doubling the number of
nodes from 2 to 32 nodes.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented the results of a study
on the performance of Oracle Grid Engine for comput-
ing intensive applications. Such applications arise in many
fields and distinguish for their demanding needs for CPU
computing, independently of the amount of data associated

Figure 5. Queuing time (in seconds) for Small (S), Medium (M) and
Large (L) size simulator instances for static configuration of simulator

Figure 6. Response time (in seconds) for Small (S), Medium (M) and
Large (L) size simulator instances for static configuration of simulator

with the problem instance. For the study, we considered an
application that simulates scheduling and resource allocation
in a Grid computing system using Genetic Algorithms. In
such application, a rather large number of simulations is
needed to extract meaningful statistical results about the
behaviour of the simulation results. The experimental study
was conducted in a Cluster of high computing capacities.

Figure 7. Queuing time (in seconds) for Small (S), Medium (M) and
Large (L) size simulator instances for dynamic configuration of simulator



Figure 8. Response time (in seconds) for Small (S), Medium (M) and
Large (L) size simulator instances for dynamic configuration of simulator

Table III
HYPERSIM-H SIMULATOR CONFIGURATION USED IN SECOND

EXPERIMENT

5.2.1.3 Tercer Experiment

Per últim es presenta el tercer experiment amb aquesta heuŕıstica. Recordar (secció 5.2.1) que
en aquest experiment el que es vol veure es com evolucionen els temps en funció del nombre de
nodes usats.

Per a la realització del mateix s’ha fixat una mida de problema M amb l’execució de 32 jobs
per a cada joc de proves.

En aquest cas els jocs de proves estan diferenciats entre 2, 4, 8, 16 i 32 nodes respectivament.

A continuació es mostren les taules de configuració del simulador i les caracteŕıstiques de les
diferents màquines usades en l’experiment.

Medium

Init. hosts 64

Max. hosts 70

Min. hosts 58

MIPS N(1000, 175)

Add host N(562500, 84375)

Delete host N(625 000,93 750)

Total tasks 1024

Init. tasks 768

Workload N(250000000, 43750000)

Interarrival E(3906.25)

Activation C(250000)

Reschedule True

Host select All

Task select All

Number of runs 5
Taula 5.4: Taula configuració terce experiment GA.

Nom CPU Nuclis Freqüència RAM

node305 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X3350 4 2667 MHz 32G

node311 AMD Athlon(tm) 64 X2 2 2412 MHz 32G

node313 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5670 12 2933 MHz 32G

node314 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5670 12 2933 MHz 32G

node315 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5550 8 2666 MHz 32G
Taula 5.5: Especificacions màquines per al tercer experiment

Pel que fa a la taula de configuració no té quasi cosa a comentar. Si es mira es veu que el
simulador queda configurat amb els paràmetres per a un escenari de treball de mida M.
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Several scenarios were generated to measure the response
time and queuing time under different workloads and num-
ber of nodes in the cluster.

In our future work we would like to make a study on
the performance of Oracle Grid Engine using data intensive
computing to measure specifically I/O operations and appli-
cations that are both computing intensive and data intensive.
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